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College now renting rooms
for growing student body
LAUREN ELLER

KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN

Alex Pinkus ’17 is living in a VI apartment, one new housing space the College is offering.

AND

NATHANIEL SHAHAN | COLLEGIAN STAFF

Tucked away above the Village Inn are two apartments occupied by Kenyon students. And a little farther away, down Wiggin Street, is a house the College is renting and putting to use as a student residence.
This year, it seems more upperclassmen than ever are living in nontraditional
housing spaces, with five living in the apartments above the Village Inn and three
others occupying the house on Wiggin Street. While off
COLLEGE MAKES
campus, both residences are classified as official College
NEW HOUSING
housing this year. Additionally, the lounges in the baseOPTIONS
ments of Manning and Bushnell Halls were converted into
The VI Aparttriples and may be used as quad rooms in coming years.
ments, a house
Plans to adjust housing began last winter when the Colon Wiggin Street
lege became concerned about the potentially large size of
and converted
the first-year class and the expected number of transfer stubasement lounges
dents, according to Lisa Train, associate director for Housin Manning and
ing and Residential Life. Though the Class of 2019 proved
Bushnell Halls are
not to be larger than the College could handle, Train said
recent housing adthe decision had already been made to turn seven lounges
ditions for upperin Mather and McBride into triples.
classmen, driven
“The total number of students … this year would be
by an especially
large, and so as a result early in the summer it was a little
large first-year
bit tighter than it was when we opened,” Director of ResLife
class.
Jill Engel-Hellman said. “So we thought it’s always better to
have a few extra beds than be incredibly tight.”
Previously, smaller class sizes meant more open rooms, but the Class of 2019 is
particularly large, clocking in at 493 students.
Student housing consists of accommodations for 1,772 students and currently
there are 77 vacancies. Typically, there are over 100 vacancies, Train said. However,
the housing situation is constantly in flux, as students switch rooms due to roommate issues or require alternate housing for medical reasons, according to Train.
Alex Pinkus ’17 lives in an apartment above the Village Inn with Mikey page 3

Behind Bexley, a new It’s Cove o’clock somewhere...
party space emerges Take a look into the history of the Gambier Grill.
REGAN HEWITT
STAFF WRITER

Where
once
students
worked hard, now they’ll be
partying hard.
Colburn Hall, which sits behind Bexley Hall and most recently housed studio art space,
will replace Weaver Cottage as
a party venue this year.
Renovations to Colburn are
expected to be completed by
Oct. 10, according to Associate
Dean of Students Tacci Smith.
The decision was made after a year of discussions among
Smith, the Student Affairs
staff and Dean of Students
Hank Toutain. Weaver will

INSIDE THIS
ISSUE

P.3

still be available for smaller
events, such as meetings and
dinners.
Weaver was too small and
had too few restrooms for
the number of people at allcampus parties, according to
Smith. In addition, Weaver
smelled “like the basement of
Old Kenyon,” Chief Business
Officer Mark Kohlman said;
Smith attributed the odor to
the beer-soaked carpet.
Weaver will instead be used
for professional events, such
as receptions and sit-down
dinners, and smaller student events, such as Weaver
Wednesday. “Alcohol is still
allowed in Weaver, page 4

Washington Post
blogger talks policing

P.6

NATHANIEL SHAHAN
FEATURES EDITOR

Across from Gund Commons and between the
firehouse and Gambier’s main drag, in a small, slightly grungy building, lies the Gambier Grill and Pizza.
On any given Wednesday, Friday or Saturday night,
students and community members can be found
talking, drinking and smoking outside of Gambier’s
late-night bar and restaurant.
The Grill’s owner, Andy Durbin, has been looking
to sell the business for over a year, according to Fred
Linger, Kenyon’s manager of business services. This
would be just the latest development in the establishment’s storied history. Known colloquially as “the
Cove,” the Grill’s moniker comes from another restaurant and bar, the Pirates’ Cove, that occupied the
space from 1978 to 2002.
Nowadays, students who are of age flock to the bar
late, when parties begin to wind down and they are
left with a dilemma in a village with only a handful of

African band Dafra
Kura plays at Kenyon

COURTESY OF THE GREENSLADE SC&A

The Gambier Grill was formerly the Pirates’ Cove.
watering holes: “Where to next?”
On the flip side, underage students often order
the Grill’s greasy bar food to their dorm rooms to
cap off their night, or mill around out- page 5

How to be a Kenyon
P.8 student: speak up

WWW.KENYONCOLLEGIAN.COM
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Men’s soccer starts
season undefeated
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NEWS
EDITORS: MAYA KAUFMAN
AND ALEX PIJANOWSKI

President Sean Decatur on increasing the College’s endowment:
I think it’s important for us to think about how we’re
going to double the endowment from $200 million
to $400 million, and that then has an effect of doubling the amount of funds that we have available to
support operations every year from roughly $10 million from the endowment to $20 million from the en-

Village Record
Aug. 27 - Sept. 9, 2015

Aug. 27, 4:24 p.m. — Visitor backed vehicle into employee vehicle at Eaton Center. No injuries. Damage sustained. Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office (KCSO) took report.
Aug. 28, 5:36 p.m. — Male individual appeared to be intoxicated, talking with students and making them uncomfortable. Safety
responded. Warning of trespass communicated. KCSO contacted.
Aug. 28, 10:26 p.m. — KCSO cited student for possession and
underage possession. Student found again with alcohol (third citation) and arrested.
Aug. 28, 10:26 p.m. — KCSO reported student cited for underage possession.
Aug. 28, 11:19 p.m. — Student tripped and fell, receiving minor
scrapes, swollen lip and chipped tooth at the Craft Center. Safety
responded, assessed and cleaned wounds.
Aug. 28, 11:26 p.m. — KCSO cited student for open container.
Aug. 28, 11:35 p.m. — Student report of assault by another student at Hanna Residence Hall. KCSO contacted and report taken.
Aug. 29, 1:55 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded at Mather Residence
Hall. No smoke. No fire. Boiler room found to be f looded. Maintenance notified. Alarm reset.
Aug. 29, 2:20 a.m. — Student appeared to be intoxicated and
attempted to hug another without permission on Peirce pavement.
Aug. 29, 10:20 p.m. — Student approached Safety officers with
injury to hand at Old Kenyon Residence Hall. Safety provided treatment.
Aug. 29, 11:50 p.m. — KCSO cited student for open container.
Sept. 1, 2:07 a.m. — Student injured hip after falling on Middle
Path. Safety responded. Squad called and transported student for
further examination and treatment.
Sept. 1, 6:02 p.m. — Safety approached individual and advised of
previous warning of trespass. KCSO called. Individual currently on
probation and placed under arrest for disorderly conduct. Trespass
letter given.
Sept. 2, 5:05 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded in Olin Library. No
smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Sept. 2, 11:46 p.m. — Safety checked a gathering for correct registration at the Acland Apartments. Shut down due to overcrowding.
Sept. 2, 11:59 p.m. — Safety responded to a call regarding a large
gathering at the New Apartments. Party unregistered, shut down.
Sept. 3, 3 a.m. — Intoxicated, underage student found lying in
restroom in Norton Residence Hall. Safety responded and assisted
student to room.
Sept. 3, 9:32 a.m. — Student found paying for merchandise with
unapproved form of payment at the bookstore. KCSO responded.
Sept. 3, 9:06 p.m. — Student with foreign object in ear at the
health center. Safety responded. Unable to retrieve. Student transported via squad to Knox Community Hospital (KCH) for further
evaluation and treatment.
Sept. 4, 4:19 p.m. — Unknown individual followed employee to
parking lot. Small verbal dispute occurred at tennis court lot. Individual left without further incident when told to leave or else Safety
would be called.
Sept. 4, 4:56 p.m. — Ill student dropped and broke thermometer,
causing mercury to spill at Gund Residence Hall. Safety responded.
Student put in touch with the nurse practitioner on call. Maintenance cleaned spill.
Sept. 4, 10:56 p.m. — Unregistered party shut down at the New
Apartments after students found with alcohol.
Sept. 5, 12:30 a.m. — Student found with illegal substance and
paraphernalia in Gund Residence Hall. Items confiscated by Safety.
Sept. 5, 12:39 a.m. — Intoxicated, underage student at North
Campus Apartments. Safety responded and assessed. Student transported to KCH.
Sept. 5, 2:54 a.m. — Intoxicated, underage student in Mather.
Safety responded and assessed. No other action necessary.
Sept. 5, 10:00 a.m. — Student found phallic symbol drawn on
bulletin board in Caples Residence Hall.
Sept. 6, 12:10 a.m. — Registered party over capacity at NCAs.
Party shut down.
Sept. 6, 9:43 p.m. — Fire alarm activated due to burnt food in
Mather. No fire. Alarm reset.

dowment. That now starts to become the majority
of that $30 million number that we have for financial aid, and even if that is just taking pressure off of
the rest of the operating budget, that then gives us
room to think about how we can increase financial
aid spending in a sustainable way.

Phony cash hits Gambier
MAYA KAUFMAN
NEWS EDITOR

Gambier businesses discovered several counterfeit $20 bills last week,
prompting some of them to put up
warning signs.
A Kenyon Bookstore customer used
phony money to purchase energy drinks
last Thursday, according to Bookstore
General Manager Angus MacDonell.
The cashier tested the bill with a counterfeit bill detector pen, which confirmed it was fake.
The People’s Bank of Gambier also
discovered two counterfeit $20 bills at
the end of the day last Thursday, according to Assistant Bank Manager
Penny Givens, who filed a report with
the Knox County Sheriff ’s Office. The
incident was classified as a fourth-degree felony charge for forgery, but the
active investigation is stalled at the moment by a lack of reasonable suspects.
MacDonell said the bookstore checks
all bills above $20. Most Gambier busi-

“

I’ve been in retail many years,
and it’s pretty rare we get these
things.”

Angus MacDonell, Kenyon Bookstore
general manager

nesses have a detector pen, according to
Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper.
In response to the counterfeit bill
sightings, the Village Market and the
Gambier Deli posted warnings to merchants and customers that all deposits
would be thoroughly checked before
being accepted. The use of counterfeit
money is unusual, according to MacDonell.
“I’ve been in retail many years, and
it’s pretty rare we get these things,”
MacDonell said.
A man in the bookstore incident was
interviewed by a Knox County sheriff ’s
deputy, according to Lieutenant Tim
Light, and the investigation is ongoing.

College chaplain named

Rachel Kessler will also be Parish’s priest-in-charge.
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
NEWS EDITOR

The anticipation is over for
the congregation members at
Harcourt Parish, who have
been waiting over a year for a
new priest.
Rachel Kessler ’04 will be
the priest-in-charge of Harcourt, the Episcopal parish
based at the Church of the
Holy Spirit, as well as the College’s Episcopal chaplain. In
that role, Kessler will work in
the newly formed Office of
Spiritual and Religious Life.
When her term begins
on Nov. 1, Kessler will be the
first official head of the parish since former rector Helen
Svoboda-Barber departed in
July 2014. Professor of Classics Adam Serfass, head of
the search committee, said it
is not unusual for a search of
this nature to last a year. In
the meantime, the vestry governed the church, and “supply
priests” from other churches
conducted services.
Kessler is currently associate priest at Grace Church
on-the-Hill, a church in Toronto associated with the Anglican Church of Canada. She
became an ordained priest
in 2012. After graduating
with a degree in English and
philosophy, Kessler pursued
postgraduate work in medieval studies at the University

COURTESY OF RACHEL KESSLER

Kessler, shown with her husband Leeman, is the new chaplain.
of Toronto. While finishing
her doctorate, Kessler chose
to enter the priesthood.
“I started seminary literally the day after I defended my
dissertation,” she said.
Brian Pragacz ’17, a parishioner and search committee member, called Kessler
“an incredibly bright, witty,
charming woman.”
Pragacz said he hopes
Kessler’s leadership will help
Kenyon students dedicated
to social justice realize the
Church’s efforts in the same
area. Kessler plans to focus on
reaching out to those students
early in her tenure.
“I would hope, in my first
few weeks there, to just meet
with as many students and as

many student organizations
as possible, and find out what
issues are close to students’
hearts and passions,” she said.
Given its dualistic nature,
Kessler’s position had to be
approved by both the Right
Rev. Mark Hollingsworth, Jr.,
Bishop of Ohio and trustee
of the College, and President
Sean Decatur.
Kessler’s term as priestin-charge is a renewable fiveyear term, after which time
she may be considered for
another five-year term or promotion to rector. The duties
of priest-in-charge and rector
are largely the same, Serfass
said, with the exception that a
rector serves indefinitely, contingent on good behavior.
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Radley Balko reflects on policing in Constitution Day talk
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Washington Post blogger Radley Balko drew on his 2013 book Rise of the Warrior Cop in his Tuesday-night address.
GABE BRISON-TREZISE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

They have the trappings of soldiers: bulletproof vests, protective headwear, camouflage
uniforms and assault rifles. But the men whose
image Radley Balko flashed on the screen of the
Gund Gallery’s Community Foundation Theater on Tuesday night were not soldiers — they
were police officers responding to protests in
Ferguson, Mo.
The militarization of American police departments, exemplified by their increased use
of military-grade gear and SWAT teams, was
the focus of Balko’s presentation, sponsored by
the Center for the Study of American Democracy (CSAD), with assistance from the nonprofit
Jack Miller Center. Balko is a criminal justice
blogger for the Washington Post.
During his talk Balko traced the evolution
of the SWAT team from its introduction by the
Los Angeles Police Department after the 1965
Watts Riots. In 1970, he noted, there was only
one SWAT team; by 1975, that number had risen to 500 nationwide. In 2005, he said, 50,000
individual SWAT deployments took place, often to serve warrants for relatively minor drug
offenses and white-collar crime.
Balko emphasized that police and the military serve distinct functions, and that the lines
between them had become blurred. “The idea
that the two jobs are interchangeable is the
problem,” he said.
Before his talk, Balko told the Collegian he
hoped the audience would “question some of
their assumptions about policing and how it
works and how it’s supposed to work.”

KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN

ing injuries in a jailhouse scuffle with a Knox
County Sheriff’s deputy.
Kenyon has hosted a Constitution Day
speaker each year since at least 2004, when Sen.
Robert Byrd (D-WV) attached a rider to a congressional spending bill requiring schools that
receive federal funding to provide educational
programming in honor of the occasion.
CSAD also invited a group of students to
share lunch with Balko on Tuesday afternoon
at the Kenyon Inn. For Daniel Cebul ’17, the
biggest takeaway from the lunch was Balko’s
claim that, unlike in the military, police aren’t
required to submit after-action reports. “Analyze the performance and try to make improvements — that doesn’t exist for your local police
departments,” Cebul said. “They lack the same
accountability and performance evaluation.”
Teahelahn Keithrafferty ’19 attended Balko’s
talk at the urging of a friend. She said Balko’s
remarks left her stuck between feeling helpless
and wanting to take action to remedy the issue.
A hometown friend of hers just became a police officer, and she hopes to talk with him about
the militarization phenomenon in a way that
doesn’t “offend that honor that you have with
being a police officer.”

Radley Balko spoke to the Collegian at the Kenyon Inn prior to his public talk Tuesday night.
Balko also elaborated on his view that the
militarization trend has degraded the relationship between police and the public. “It’s created
a very us-versus-them mentality in the police
department, and it’s caused communities to see
the police more as kind of an occupying force
than guardians of the community,” he said.

CSAD director Tom Karako said inviting
Balko to campus seemed like a timely choice.
“The news has been dominated by so many stories about law enforcement and policing,” Karako said, noting that a Mount Vernon man died
in police custody last spring. The man, 33-yearold David Levi Dehmann, died after suffer-

Q&A

Check out the Collegian’s
website for an extended
conversation with
Radley Balko.

ResLife gets new spaces LBIS extends book checkout period
College has no plans yet to build new housing.
Continued from Page 1

Arman ’18. Pinkus, Arman
and the three students living
in the other VI apartment are
all members of Kenyon Student
Athletes (KSA), an association
of varsity student-athletes, and
their apartments serve as the
group’s theme housing.
“We found out like two
weeks before [coming back to
Kenyon],” Pinkus said of moving into the VI apartments.
KSA originally received theme
housing in the Taft Cottages,
which only house four people,
despite there being five members who wanted to live in KSA
housing.
Though the College’s ownership of the VI apartments is
not new, this is the first time in
at least four years that students
have occupied those apartments, according to Train.
Elissa Reiskind ’16 was offered the chance over the summer to live in a house on Wiggin Street this year. Reiskind,
who has a special allowance for
quiet housing, had registered
to live by herself in a suite in
Caples until the College offered
the alternative arrangement.
The Wiggin Street house is
owned by Liz Keeney, chair of
the Board of Spiritual and Religious Life, but Reiskind said
the building was outfitted with

“

The problem is, what building do we take down and where
do we put all those people?”

Lisa Train, associate director of
Housing and Residential Life

regulation College furniture of
the kind that can be found in
any North Campus Apartment.
Keeney said in an email to
the Collegian that she advertised the house for rent over an
all-employee email, and that
the College contacted her and
offered a one-year lease. Keeney was unable to be reached
for comment on the value of the
contract. Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman said in an
email to the Collegian that the
College does not disclose the
terms of contracts.
The College has laid out
plans to increase student housing in its campus Master Plan
in conjunction with President Sean Decatur’s 2020 Plan.
Train said she thinks the firstyear residence areas may be the
first to be expanded.
“The problem is, what building do we take down and where
do we put all those people?”
Train said.
At present the College has
not released a timeline for renovations or additions to student
housing.

ERICH KALETKA
STAFF WRITER

Students could find certain
books missing from the OlinChalmers shelves, with the introduction of a new semesterlong checkout policy.
Library and Information
Services (LBIS) has switched
from three-week checkout intervals, with a renewal option,
to semester-long checkouts
with no renewals, according
to Joan Nielson, who oversees
circulation as LBIS’s manager
of access services. The change
applies only to books — the
checkout policy for other materials remains the same.
“It’s a partial shift where
Kenyon-owned books will be
more available to Kenyon students with the goals being ease,
accessibility and a decrease in
fines and renewal problems,”
Nielson said of the new policy.
Nielson explained that this semester will serve as an experiment to see how long students
hold on to books and if they
manage to keep track of them
over long periods of time.
“I expect a lower number of
checkouts and renewals, as well
as a decrease in work needed to
reshelve,” Emma Avery ’18, a
circulation employee, said. Avery said this change will not affect the length of time for which
Consort or OhioLINK books

LINNEA FELDMAN EMISON | COLLEGIAN

Colleen Moore ’18 is one of several student workers at the circulation desk.
may be checked out.
Some students fear the policy change will make certain
texts more unavailable.
“For books that we only have
one of, I could see it causing
problems,” Izzie Davies ’17 said.
Davies recently checked out
one of Kenyon’s limited number of books on Inuit populations, and said, as a forgetful
person herself, she might keep
the book for the entire semester
accidentally.
Jen Cabiya ’18 agreed, say-

ing. “I think this could lead to
more competition among students, especially students in
the same classes, as the limited number of books on some
subjects might cause some tension,” she said.
All LBIS books checked out
by Kenyon students this semester — with the exception of
those professors have reserved
for use in their courses and
texts checked out on a year-long
basis to senior honors students
— will be due on Dec. 15, 2015.
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Colburn to replace Weaver as a designated party space
Located behind Bexley Hall, Colburn Hall once served as the former seminary’s library and a home to the art department.
Continued from Page 1

just not ‘keg parties,’” Smith said.
In spring 2015, the College’s building repair and replacement budget allocated $45,000 to $50,000 for
renovations to Weaver and Colburn.
Weaver was renovated in summer
2015 to construct a new wood f loor.
“I think it’ll be a great compromise
for overcrowded party spaces like
Weaver,” Smith said. “It might even
solve the overcrowding for parties in
places like the North Campus Apartments.” Colburn totals 1,372 square
feet and “after an interior renovation
this space could be ideally suited as a
student social space,” Kenyon’s master plan reads.
The Student Affairs Committee
realized another student party space
would be necessary after approving
the Weaver renovation, and settled on
Colburn. Kohlman, who was heavily
involved in the renovations of Weaver
and Colburn, said, “We were looking for existing spaces that were large
enough to accommodate those sorts
of events.”
The current occupancy of Colburn
is 100 people, according to Smith. She
said if the College could add an additional bathroom and expand the outdoor space, Colburn could fit as many
as 140 to 200 people.
Some students were indifferent to
the change. “I don’t mind the change

KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN

Major renovations have not yet begun on Colburn Hall, which could have a party capacity of 140 to 200 people once completed.
in location — I just didn’t know Colburn existed till this week,” Katie
Connell ’18 said. “Parties in Weaver
were weird anyways.”
College Historian Tom Stamp ’73
expressed displeasure at Colburn being repurposed as a party space. “I
think it’s a misuse of a historical facility,” Stamp said. “It’s always best to

look for ways to use such spaces to ref lect their original uses.”
Colburn was built in 1904 and
served as the Bexley Seminary’s library.
Major renovations have yet to start
on Colburn Hall, according to Kohlman.
Kohlman said Colburn’s availabil-

ity as a party space would be contingent on the behavior of students,
especially since Colburn is attached
to Bexley Hall, which houses offices. “We want to encourage responsible events and behavior … so we
don’t have to eliminate the space or
put more control of the event space,”
Kohlman said.

ON THE RECORD

MEREDITH HARPER BONHAM ’92
VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

MAYA KAUFMAN
NEWS EDITOR

Meredith Harper Bonham
’92 began as Kenyon’s vice president of student affairs in July. She
formerly served as senior associate dean of students and Title IX
coordinator at Hamilton College
in Clinton, New York.
How will being a Kenyon
alumna help you in your new
role at Kenyon?
I have a sense of the essential
qualities of Kenyon, which is exceedingly helpful as I embark
on this new role at Kenyon. I’m
pleased to say I don’t think those
essential qualities have changed
in the two-plus decades since
I’ve graduated, but there have
been some very welcome changes in other ways, such as diversity. This is a much more diverse
institution, both in terms of the
student body as well as the faculty and staff, than when I was a
student in the late ’80s and early
’90s. But I think just an appreciation of the College as a whole and
understanding of its history and

values helps to inform my work.
What does the integration of
Student Affairs with academic
and campus life mean to you and
how do you plan to achieve that?
On a structural level, it means
ensuring that people in the provost’s office are talking with people
in Student Affairs, and vice versa.
I think on a more tactical level, as
we consider implementing some
of the projects and initiatives associated with the Kenyon 2020 plan,
such as a first-year experience, we
need to make sure we’re working
very closely together and those
two areas are integrated. Because
clearly learning happens outside
of the classroom, just like it does
inside of the classroom. Just trying to be aware of and cognizant
of those opportunities and then
figuring out how we can maybe
implement some new ones or enhance the existing ones.
What will the integration
look like on a student level?
There’s the writing and thinking pre-o program run out of
The Kenyon Review. There’s also
a leadership pre-o program run

out of Student Activities. Is there
a chance to maybe connect those
in some way? Is there some opportunity for a faculty member
to be involved in the leadership
program? Are there opportunities
for Student Affairs to be involved
in the Writing and Thinking program? So that’s the sort of stuff
that I think could really enhance
the student experience overall,
and help students to see that those
connections can be really beneficial to their time at Kenyon overall. That, again, there isn’t just this
divide of “well, this is what happens in the classroom and this is
what happens outside of the classroom.”
How will it benefit students?
It will enhance their overall
experience. I think that students
will start to see and understand
that those connections exist. So
if it’s a student-athlete and they
see that their coach is involved
with an English professor, then
they will maybe think of a project
that they might be able to actually
speak with both of those individuals and see where there are those

synergies.
How do you plan to connect
with students so they help inform your decisions and changes
in your new role?
It’s really important for students to be involved in those decision-making processes. When
we talk about putting together a
committee to look at the first-year
experience, [it’s important] that
there be student representation on
that committee. That’s absolutely
going to happen. I am making a
concerted effort already to just get
out and about on campus. It’s very
easy to sit in my office and just
focus on doing work, but it’s a lot
more fun and more informative to
be out talking with students firsthand. I’m trying to be better about
connecting via social media, so
I’m learning as I go with tweeting. I will be showing up at a lot of
events across the campus, just to
meet with students. If you invite
me to something, I will go.
What’s your favorite part
about being back at Kenyon?
What’s not to love about being

COURTESY OF MEREDITH
HARPER BONHAM

back at Kenyon? This is a spectacular place. I’m having a lot of
fun. I think the community is so
welcoming and gracious and my
staff has been very patient with
all of my incessant questions. I
think the best part is the energy
and the excitement that exists at
Kenyon today, and the idea that
all of us can be a part of ensuring
its future.
This interview has been edited
for length and clarity.
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ASK A
PROFESSOR
What would
your ideal
final meal be?

“A well-roasted, herb-infused chicken and a large,
fresh salad with heirloom
tomatoes and white
balsamic vinaigrette.”
— Ted Mason,
professor of English

“Steak, Brie, cheese
popcorn and Diet Coke.
I would also have green
beans, though those aren’t
on the ‘restricted list.’”
— Sarah Blick,
professor of art history

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES

An ode to the Cove

For Kenyonites past and present, over 21 or under, the dive on East Brooklyn Street captivates.
Continued from Page 1

side the Cove over the din of rowdy voices
and pumping music emanating from inside.
The building now occupied by the Cove
was originally a private residence. Later, a
small restaurant named Larry’s Pizza opened
its doors on the site. In 1978, Will and Marilyn Corrigan founded the Pirates’ Cove.
In 2000, Kenyon junior and Cove waitress
Emily Murray disappeared from outside the
bar after leaving her shift at 3 a.m. She was
found dead more than a month later. Gregory
McKnight, who worked in the Cove’s kitchen, was found guilty of murdering Murray
in 2002. That same year, the Pirates’ Cove
became the Gambier Grill.
Will and Marilyn’s son, Tom Corrigan,
now owns the Pirates’ Cove’s new location
in Mount Vernon. Although the restaurant
became the Gambier Grill over a decade ago, its prior
nickname has stuck. “The Cove,” in one form or another, remains the Village’s classic college dive bar.
Despite students’ general enthusiasm for this rowdy
bar and restaurant, the long-term future of the Cove
remains uncertain.
For now, Durbin owns and operates the business.
Despite Durbin’s ownership, however, the College
owns the property and the master plan, released in
October 2014, shows the building eliminated, with
no indication that the business would be replaced or
relocated.
For now, Marilyn Durbin, the Cove’s head cook,
said about 60 orders go out on weekend nights, and delivery driver Bob Burwell said just about every one of
those deliveries includes an order of the Cove’s famous
fried macaroni-and-cheese wedges, served with a side
of ranch dressing. Their extensive menu also includes
quesadillas, milkshakes, pizzas and salads.
Before starting his delivery job a few weeks ago,
Burwell, who also works on his local family farm, had
only been to the Cove a few times. He said not that
many people from the area come to the Cove and some

see the Kenyon student patrons as too rowdy, though
some will go to the bar or come to the restaurant earlier in the evening.
Aside from the mac-and-cheese wedges, Burwell
thinks Andy and Marilyn Durbin are what make the
Cove unique. “Andy’s kind of a jokester and a real nice
guy,” Burwell said. “I think that kind of helps the students feel … more at home. Usually, each night, there’s
a couple students that’ll poke their head in the kitchen
and say hi to Marilyn or just talk for a minute.”
Gordon Loveland IV ’19, a former employee at the
Pirates’ Cove in Mount Vernon, has many connections
to the Cove, both its original and current iterations.
Last year he worked under Tom Corrigan, the current
owner of the Pirates’ Cove. Loveland’s uncle before
him worked at the original Cove in Gambier, and his
parents — both Kenyon alumni — frequented the
establishment.
Based on family lore, Loveland painted a picture
of the rowdier Cove of the ’80s, with employees in the
kitchen tossing pizzas in the air, trying to catch them
in boxes.
“My uncle would go out on delivery and people
would just offer him bong hits,” he added. “It was con-

trolled chaos. … [They] kind of just did
the best they could and kept going.”
The Cove has also employed Kenyon
students like Zac Caputo ’15, who worked
as a bartender there his senior year.
Caputo remembers the hardest part of
the job was constantly having dozens of
patrons in his face for hours at a time. He
said because Kenyon is such a small place
many Cove-goers recognized him as a fellow student. “When I was working there,
it’s not uncommon to have 30 people at
the bar all yelling, ‘Zac,’ ‘Zac,’ ‘Zac,’” he
said.
However, even after he began working,
Caputo said he would go to the Cove on
his off nights. “I just always liked the Cove
more than the VI, mostly because the
drinks were cheaper,” Caputo said. “Also,
people know exactly what they’re going to
get when they go to the Cove.”
Members of an alumni group on Facebook called
“Kenyon (1980s) — The 500 Challenge” sounded off
on their Cove memories when Gordon’s mother, Lisa
Loveland ’89, posted asking for anecdotes for this
article. In all, alumni left 77 comments, reminiscing
about drinking with their buddies, devouring chocolate pizza and seeing professors at the bar.
“At the time it seemed like the center of our universe,” Chris Blackburn ’88 wrote on Facebook.
For many, the Cove remains a destination even
after graduation. Alumni weekend is one of the busiest
weekends of the year, according to Marilyn, with many
grads old and young, though mostly young, crowding in to relive their college days. Kenyon alumni who
come back to the area even visit Tom at the current Pirates’ Cove. Tom said he often wears a Cove or Kenyon
T-shirt at music festivals around the country and has
had many a Kenyon grad approach him to chat about
the Cove.
As for Caputo, if and when he comes back to Kenyon, the Cove will be on his list of places to visit. “It
would be my first stop,” he said.
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Dafra Kura Band breaks down barriers and beats
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

The Dafra Kura Band’s Monday
drumming workshop exemplified the
ability of music and dance to transcend
language barriers. Led by Boubacar
Djiga, a member of the Olivier Tarpaga-helmed group from Burkina Faso,
the workshop took place on Monday at
the Shaffer Dance Studio.
While the djembe-playing instructor Djiga spoke French, the meaning
did not seem to be lost on the participants, who clapped along with him.
During their visit, Tarpaga and six
other band members have also been
appearing in various classes, from ethnomusicology to beginning French,
and will perform a concert tonight at 7
p.m. in Rosse Hall.
Tarpaga, a master musician and
choreographer, believes all hard work
can be done joyfully. Perhaps that explains why he has had such widespread
success, and why his various groups
tour internationally.
Tarpaga started Dafra Drum in 1995
in his native Burkina Faso to showcase the music of African villages. In
2011, he began Dafra Kura Band; Kura
means “new,” and Tarpaga created a
new group to express the sweet, calmer
sounds of the villages rather than the
high-energy cities. “People have seen

“

As a dancer, you have the
responsibility in your society to say
what people can’t say.”

Olivier Tarpaga, Dafra Kura Band founder

my work several times and … I want to
touch that same audience differently,”
Tarpaga said. “Africa has two faces. We
have the village Africa and you have
the city Africa.”
The drumming workshop arranged
all participants, including President
Sean Decatur, in a large circle, thumping along with the pulse. Within the
greater cacophony, one could discern
everyone’s individual sounds, like
clapping hands or banging drums.
Marc Ferraro ’17 participated in
the workshop as well as a dance class
taught by band member Adonis Nébié.
“They were both just a joy to do,” Ferraro said. “His [dance style] was very
ferocious. … A lot of it was letting go
of what we already knew about the way
we dance here at Kenyon.”
Tarpaga has choreographed an
elaborate dance piece called Declassified Memory Fragment, which includes
a full stage set, lighting and original
music. It will make its U.S. debut at
the end of September in Pittsburgh.
This work focuses on political turmoil throughout Africa, particularly

CORA MARKOWITZ| COLLEGIAN

Students apply their musical skills during Dafra Kura Band’s music workshop on Monday.
as countries like Kenya and Zimbabwe overturned entrenched presidents.
Much of this work is inspired by Tarpaga’s experience. At age two, Tarpaga
lived through a coup in Burkina Faso,
and would experience four more in
33 years, one as recently as last year.
“I can’t forget that,” he said. “In 1981,
[it’s] still in my head. ’82, I remember.
’83, everything. ’87, I almost got killed.
So I’ve been in those situations.”
He believes his role as a dancer carries with it a moral requirement. “As a
dancer, you have the responsibility in
your society to say what people can’t
say,” he said. Dancers must “say what

the journalist won’t have the courage to
say. Journalists get killed all the time.”
Professor of Dance Balinda CraigQuijada, also chair of the department,
said Kenyon was happy to bring back
Tarpaga, who has taught at Kenyon as
a visiting assistant professor of dance
three different semesters in 2010, 2012
and 2013. “I think all of [Tarpaga’s]
work tends to be emotionally charged,”
Craig-Quijada said. “What he offers is
a real contrast to what we tend to do
at Kenyon, which tends to be more abstract, or music visualizations. He is
really not afraid to make a strong statement.”

New design club appeals to artists and techies alike
An upstart student organization seeks creative minds to talk and learn about graphic art.
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

The classic stereotype of
the art student — straight
out of a John Hughes film
— might be a shaggy-haired
youth with paint-spattered
jeans, contemplating a canvas. Kenyon Designers, a
group in the process of applying to become an official
club, challenges that image
and proves the artist can also
be hunched in front of a computer screen.
Derek Dashiell ’16 conceptualized the group after realizing Kenyon had a large,
untapped design community, consisting of everyone
from gamers to coding masterminds. Dashiell, a gamer
himself, initially wanted to
create a game jam, in which
teams of one to four people
design and engineering a basic video game within 24 to
72 hours, working off a given
theme. However, he saw there
was an even greater need for
a creative outlet for designers.
“As I was talking to people
about the gaming communi-

COURTESY OF MEG HAN

Derek Dashiell ’16 appears in a graphic created by a fellow student designer.
ty, I realized there was a lot
more of a design community,”
Dashiell said. Kenyon Designers will combine the creative and the technical, the
painters and the coders.
Sam Whipple ’16, a friend

of Dashiell’s, saw another
untapped opportunity when
Dashiell approached him in
early August with his idea. He
realized many campus organizations would look for students to create designs, such

as signs and logos, and while
the design group would serve
to cultivate interests, it could
also create products for other
groups. According to Dashiell, the club’s advisor, Associate Professor of Art Read
Baldwin, said clubs would
email him for designs, and
he would simply forward the
emails to the art department.
Now, Kenyon Designers hope
to be a resource for clubs regarding their design needs.
Ideally, the group will meet
every other week and hold indepth discussions about different themes, or hold tutorials on different tools such
as InDesign and Photoshop.
Members will be encouraged
to share independent projects.
Drawing from experience on
his WKCO show “Non-Sequiturs with DJ D,” Dashiell also
hopes to start a podcast, publishing conversations with
experts about design.
Neither
Dashiell
nor
Whipple is a design expert,
and they are the first to admit it. Dashiell underscored
the importance of teaching
and collaboration within the

group. Once the group becomes more cohesive, Dashiell will invite knowledgeable
students to lead tutorials.
“People will still find value in
both learning and teaching,”
he said.
“Collaboration is even
more important than one person teaching another,” Dashiell said. “The conversation
would go both ways.” While
Kenyon Designers might not
produce something tangible such as a magazine, they
hope to sate the curiosity of
new designers and enrich students’ knowledge.
Whipple said there will be
many methods of collaboration, but stressed that everyone can contribute something
and participate in discussions
regardless of their skill sets.
For now, Whipple said he
hopes to get the word out to
attract all the design aficionados who have been working on their own and allow
them to get involved in a bigger way.
Kenyon Designers’ first
meeting is scheduled for tomorrow at 4 p.m. in NCA 11A.
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WKCO puts Kenyon music scene on paper with new zine

7

Gambier’s 91.9 FM to launch the publication as
a print manifestation of the station’s blog.
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS EDITOR

With the creation of its first music zine, WKCO has become more
than just a radio station. The zine,
which will debut on Sept. 19, is the
first in a line of new projects the organization plans to undertake this
academic year.
Sophomores Sonia Calzaretta,
Maddie Farr and Stephanie Holstein
took control of the project early on.
The trio worked tirelessly over the
summer to compile content for the
publication from the most compelling WKCO blog posts from last
year. The project will include DJ
spotlights, student-curated playlists,
album reviews and visual art pieces.
The project expands on the
WKCO blog which was resurrected
last year. While the zine will not include any original content this year,
the print publication will act as a
physical counterpart to articles published online. Farr is passionate about
the publication and what it may bring
to the WKCO blog readership. “I like
the idea of … having things both online and in print,” Farr said. “The zine
is just another way for the station to
be more of a presence on campus.”
The project is rooted in the efforts of Julia Waldow ’17, who re-

furbished the existing WKCO blog
last year and also aided the publication of the zine. Waldow, the blog’s
editor-in-chief and a former design
editor for the Collegian, is currently
studying abroad in Granada, Spain.
She will return to the helm as coeditor with Holstein for the spring
semester. “The zine has been a long
time coming,” Holstein said. “A lot of
people have wanted to do it for years.
[Waldow] really took the blog last
year and transformed it into what it
is now.”
The zine has been years in the
making, according to WKCO cogeneral manager Teddy Farkas ’16.
“Now that we have all of this great
material from the blog that we’ve
been accumulating, we can finally be
at the point where we’re releasing a
zine,” Farkas said. He hopes the zine
will act as a way to engage with members of the Kenyon community who
wouldn’t otherwise be involved with
WKCO. “We want people to have
more tangible things from the station, especially the blog,” Farkas said.
With plans for alternative programming such as NPR-like talk
shows, the zine is hopefully just one
of many new prospects for Gambier’s own 91.9 FM. WKCO co-general manager Erin Delaney ’16 wants
the station to sustain this momen-
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Sophomores Sonia Calzaretta, Stephanie Holstein and Maddie Farr spearheaded WKCO’s new zine project.

“

The radio station isn’t just about someone sitting in the dark on their computer
playing whatever music they like — it’s this whole diverse range of subjects that can
be covered.”

Sonia Calzaretta ’18, co-founder of WKCO’s forthcoming zine

tum. “I think we are more organized
than we’ve ever been,” Delaney said.
“There’s a long history of zines in the
music community. … I think it helps
to build a culture.”
Furthering student involvement
with WKCO is the prime motivation

behind the publication. Calzaretta,
who copy edits the WKCO blog,
believes the zine will further engage
students who aren’t traditionally interested in radio. “We look for stuff
that’s really unique … that we haven’t
seen before,” Calzaretta said. “The

radio station isn’t just about someone sitting in the dark on their computer playing whatever music they
like — it’s this whole diverse range
of subjects that can be covered.” The
WKCO zine reflects the station’s eye
toward expansion.

Post office mural memorializes the founding of Kenyon
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

Nearly 200 years ago, Bishop Philander Chase overlooked the land on
which Kenyon would be built, and uttered the phrase, “Yes, this will do.”
Gambier’s post office features a mural that depicts this very moment.
Accompanied in the mural by Henry
B. Curtis, an attorney friend of his,
Chase sits on horseback and holds the
blueprints for Old Kenyon Residence
Hall.
Truth is, this never happened.
The mural has some historical errors in it, according to College Historian and Keeper of Kenyoniana Tom
Stamp ’73. A brief description — written by former Kenyon College Archivist Thomas B. Greenslade in 1988
— located beneath the mural reads,
“Finding the climb up the slow impeded by a dense growth of underbrush, [Chase and Curtis] left their
horses behind and climbed on foot.”
Being on horseback made the painting more dramatic, thought the culture experts supervising the piece.
The mural also omits debris from a
recent windstorm. Still, exactitude is
not everything. “I think it’s a wonderful addition … even if it isn’t accurate,” Stamp said. “It still gets the
point across.”
Austin Porter, professor of art history and post-doctoral fellow at the
Center for the Study of American
Democracy, said President Franklin
Roosevelt commissioned public art
projects for painters, musicians and
other artists through the New Deal,
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“

This mural then makes an argument for the liberal arts.
It goes back to the roots of Kenyon, the principles upon
which it was founded.”

Melissa Dabakis, professor of art history

all to be funded by the Department of
the Treasury. Porter paraphrased the
feeling of a White House administrator who supported the project, saying,
“Hell, artists are people and they have
to eat, too.”
The man behind the mural is late
Professor and Director of Art Norris
Rahming, who is credited with founding Kenyon’s art department. According to Stamp, Rahming (1886-1959)
developed the concept for the mural

and painted it himself after receiving
government approval in 1942.
One condition of the government
funding was that the content had
to be fairly tame. “Now the trick, of
course, was that you couldn’t do anything controversial,” Porter said. “You
couldn’t have any … abstract or weird
… style or imagery.” Hence, Gambier’s own mural portrays in straightforward fashion the legend behind the
College’s conception. “Some people

hate [the style] because of that,” Porter said. “There are whole schools of
art historians who hate this [style]
because [it’s], in their words, ‘retrograde, conservative and backwardthinking.’”
These government-funded murals
served to distinguish their venues.
They only exist in older government
buildings; not even Mount Vernon’s
post office has one. Murals like this
one are dwindling. “We’re lucky to
have it,” Porter said. “They’re not uncommon, but they’re not everywhere.”
As with all art, the mural is open for
interpretation. Professor of Art History Melissa Dabakis, who also chairs
the department, elaborated a possible
anti-fascist meaning to the mural in
the context of the end of the Great Depression and the start of World War
II, around when it was painted. She
said the poverty of the Great Depression forced Kenyon’s application numbers down, and the board of trustees
speculated about turning Kenyon into
a business school so men could learn
marketable skills. At the same time,
men were entering the draft, driving
numbers down further.
“This mural then makes an argument for the liberal arts,” Dabakis
said. She said it “goes back to the roots
of Kenyon, the principles upon which
it was founded.” This celebration of
the liberal arts extends to fighting fascism. In the midst of the war, a mural promoting liberal arts advocated
“critical thinking, dissent, everything
that of course fascism was not, and for
which, one could argue, Americans
were fighting,” Dabakis said.
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EDITORIAL

Remodel exposes
Kenyon’s malaise
A profound lack of creativity has pervaded the
Kenyon administration.
And it’s been there for some time.
The College is in the process of converting
Colburn Hall, built in 1904 as Bexley Seminary’s
library, into a space for students to host parties.
The reason: students have ruined Weaver Cottage, a previous go-to space for all-campus parties.
We have heard of alumni who have complained about the condition of Weaver, which is
used for other formal College functions. Chief
Business Officer Mark Kohlman said Weaver
smells “like the basement of Old Kenyon,” an
odor which Associate Dean of Students Tacci
Smith attributed to its beer-soaked carpet.
So why is the College spending almost $50,000
to renovate a historic space that it knows is going
to get trashed? Why is the College letting languish
Bexley Hall, one of Kenyon’s oldest and most recognizable buildings, which has sat near-empty
for two years, since the art department moved to
Horvitz Hall?
Instead of investing resources into renovating
Colburn for party space, why not turn it into a library akin to that of its glory days? Why not hold
seminars there, and readings? Why not convert
Bexley into housing for visiting faculty, or for Kenyon Review fellows? Why not have studio spaces
for musicians, artists, writers-in-residence?
Because it would cost too much, will inevitably
be the answer. Maybe that’s true. Or maybe the
reason the College will never explore such an option can be chalked up to a lack of vision.
This isn’t just about Colburn; it reveals a larger issue of how Kenyon is using (and misusing)
space. The College is now renting off-campus
apartments because it doesn’t have enough room
to house the growing number of students being
admitted. The Student Activities Office is moving
into Gund Commons, meaning its current house
on Brooklyn Street will become yet another victim to the bulldozer. That was the fate in 2013 of
the house off Gaskin Avenue, the former home of
John Crowe Ransom, that the College evidently
did not think was worth salvaging. For a college
that touts its literary roots, that prides itself on its
many quirky traditions, this disregard for history
and want of foresight are deeply disappointing.
Such a vision begins at the top. President Sean
Decatur and the board of trustees — with input
from students, faculty and staff — should spearhead efforts to evaluate how we can best use the
spaces we have, rather than cast them off as places
to be destroyed.

CARTOON BY YOOBIN HAN

Got problems? Confront them, head on
PHOEBE ROE
CONTRIBUTOR

Early last semester I found
myself knee-deep in a classic
Kenyon existential crisis: I had
picked up more responsibilities
than ever before and one day,
when I stopped to look around, I
decided that I didn’t know who I
was anymore. In the midst of my
crisis, a friend told me that asking “Who am I?” is stupid and a
waste of my time. Rather, I should
be honest with myself and ask
what I am proud of, whom I love
to be with and what my priorities
are. If you can break down “Who
am I?” and approach the question
from the millions of different angles that make a person, you just
might find yourself. I gave it a try,
and you know what? It worked. In
starting the year, I made a habit of
assessing Kenyon from its angles,
the different things that make it
whole.
The way I see it, Kenyon is made
up of many different people from

“

Here’s the important piece: if we want transparency and honesty, we
need to earn it. No more whining about problems and refusing to be
The Person Who Acts.”

many different backgrounds; for
us to understand what makes up
Kenyon, we need to be honest and
transparent about what each of us
is made of. We need to stop striving for individual, private success
and instead strive to succeed as
a group of people — as a family,
mish-mashed together by some
unknown combination of serendipity and admissions office luck.
What if transparency and honesty
weren’t questions or goals but reality? What if students could vote
on the board of trustees? What if
we could help decide how funds
are allocated? What if all doors to
information were open and there
were no hushed meetings, no unanswered questions?
Here’s the important piece: if
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we want transparency and honesty, we need to earn it. No more
whining about problems and
refusing to be The Person Who
Acts. Your thermostat doesn’t
work? Submit a work order. It
doesn’t get fixed? Follow up. Find
the problem and solve it. Alternately, come to a Student Council
meeting and we’ll work to solve it
together.
Insist on being included. Speak
your mind. Explain why issues
are important to you and don’t
take no for an answer, but don’t
be stupid. The reality of Kenyon is
that the size of our school (and the
size of our endowment) only allows for so much change. We will
have to negotiate, we will have to
concede, but with respect, I am

confident all voices will be heard.
Let’s be open and kind and honest with each other; let’s be open
and kind and honest with our
community. Let’s strive to communicate and work in unison to
build our Kenyon. Let’s not waste
a second, let’s not waste a day, let’s
stand up, let’s stand together, and
work, strive and fight until this
teeny slice of the earth is the best
it can possibly be.
Phoebe Roe ’16 is a psychology
major from Pittsburgh and the
president of the Student Council. She invites you to email studentcouncil@kenyon.edu
with
ideas, or attend a Student Council
meeting in the Chadeayne Dining
Room (lower Peirce) on Sundays
at 1 p.m.
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Keeping the Kenyon consciousness
This is the first in a two-part series about putting the
Kenyon experience in perspective after graduation.

FRANCES SUTTON
CONTRIBUTOR

When we were asked to
write some reflections on
post-grad life (a task we were
asked to do because we are
both famous Kenyon alumni
whose books are currently
on The New York Times’ bestseller list — whoops, I’m confusing us with John Green
and Ransom Riggs, AGAIN;
we are actually the famous
alumni who began the Kenyon literary blog, The Calling
Bell, which you can read at
thecallingbell.tumblr.com),
we both struggled with comparing and contrasting college and “adult” life: Which
did we prefer and why? We
then realized that even asking
that question is a set-up for
failure because it’s not particularly fair or healthy to examine your life — especially
at age 23 — in terms of Better
and Worse or Have and Have
Nots. I will, however, go on
the record saying that pretty
much everything is better
than it was in junior high.
When I’m sitting at my
desk, counting down the

hours until I get to eat the salad that I made this morning
by throwing a bunch of spinach, shredded carrots and
feta cheese into a gallon-sized
Ziploc bag because there was
no clean tupperware, it’s very
easy to romanticize Kenyon.
I really enjoyed living in a
world that was size small surrounded by minds that were
size large. I loved that the employees at the post office knew
my name and P.O. box by
heart. I loved walking down
Middle Path and recognizing
someone up ahead just by the
way he or she walked. I loved
showing up to Peirce at any
hour and being able to find
a familiar face. All of these
have two important things
in common: they are things
I loved about Kenyon College
and they all took time. They
took time, they took time,
they took time. This is a mantra I repeat to myself daily.
Forging community is definitely easier when you’re in a
remote village surrounded by
your peers, but it’s not instant.
Forging community outside
of said remote village is more
difficult, but it’s still worth it.

Relationships — to people or
places — take time.
Over time, Gambier became a place where I was
friends with people in different classes as well as people
who worked at the bookstore,
Peirce, the post office, Safety,
etc. It became a place where
I felt like the affection I put
into the community was very
much reciprocated and thus,
I was able to be a shameless
weirdo waving her freak flag
for all to see. My life now is
completely unlike my Kenyon life, but I’m still very
much that same passionate
and painfully nerdy person
— in large part because of
the friends I made in Gambier, Ohio. Like I said, it’s very
easy to romanticize Kenyon,
but it’s crucial to remember
that for most of us, Kenyon
is the people, not the place.
The people who made us see
the world differently, who
sat with us while we cried
that time by the upper Norton girls’ urinals, who sang
along with us to “Thunder
Road,” who saved us a seat at
Peircegiving, who hugged us
goodbye before winter break

and texted us “I miss you”
before we even got home.
And we missed them, too,
because they had become
more “home” to us than our
hometowns, and vice versa.
Those people who are home
to us, wherever we live in
the world, make it possible
for Kenyon to be a part of
our everyday lives instead of
just four years we randomly
spent in rural Ohio.
If I have any nuggets of
wisdom to share from postKenyon life, they are these:
It takes time to become endeared to and comfortable
with new places and people,
but once you do, they will be
with you through anything,
everything. Oh, and also,
you have not LIVED until
you’ve made ice cubes out of
coffee and then used them
to make the best homemade
iced coffee on the planet.
Frances Sutton ’13
majored in anthropology. She can be reached at
f.santagatesutton@gmail.
com.
Maggie Jaris ’13 is writing the second part of this
article. Jaris majored in English and can be reached at
m.jaris@gmail.com.

EDITORS’
CORNER
On voicing opinions
GABRIELLE HEALY

While it might be easier to fire off a tweet or
share a Facebook post discussing your Kenyonrelated opinions, when you submit an article to
the Collegian’s opinions section, you share your
perspective with a wider audience than merely
the people in your inner circle. These individuals range from Gambier residents to post office
workers to members of the board of trustees to
faculty members and fellow students. I hope this
space will be a forum to refute opposition, crack
a joke and, most importantly, put forth a wellconstructed argument on subjects about which
you feel passionate. I hope dialogue on campus
will manifest itself here in a way that changes
our campus for the better and helps us all understand each other and our diverse thoughts. I fundamentally believe each and every person in our
community has a unique perspective that’s worth
sharing. Conditions and attitudes on the Hill are
changing: our campus population is increasing,
the 2020 plan hovers, and major changes in the
student handbook affect nearly every member of
our community. This is one of the places to proffer dissent or appreciation about campus events
and decisions and actually have people hear you,
instead of muttering something to your friend as
you’re walking to dinner.

GRIFFIN BURROUGH

Opinions needs to have a purpose this
year. Last year, the opinions section had the
promise of generating debate between peers.
Unfortunately, we failed to do that; most opeds existed as one-off pieces with no debate or
follow-up. This year, I would like to reach out
to people who might feel moved by a piece to
write their own opinion building on or countering it. Last year, I complained that Kenyon’s
use of online components in its classes is turning us from a liberal arts school that genuinely
cares about individual students into numbers
on a screen. Apparently, I struck a nerve, because a professor who was on sabbatical at the
time wrote in to the paper the following week
to say I was misguided. At first I was scared
that I had provoked a professor, but then I realized that this was what I had meant to do.
Opinions writers should write controversial
things, and we, as editors, should follow up on
these pieces, finding someone to adopt an alternative perspective to generate wider discussion. Opinions should light a fire under people. When people read the Collegian’s opinions
section, they should either cheer or boo rather
than just think to themselves, Well, who really
cares?
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Quick
Complaints
“The air conditioning in the morning.”
— Eliana McCann-Smith ’17
“Why does Ohio have humidity?”
— Luca Agunos ’18
“There’s not enough social cats on campus.”
— Liz Hoover ’19
“I really hate it when cashiers give bills out of order
and change on top of receipts.”
— Kim Davidson ’18
“Bathroom doors don’t lock.”
— Yasmin Nesbat ’18
“When you can’t pick out what Rolex to wear.”
— Henry Uhrik ’18
“Jesus is too heteronormative.”
— Jenna Rochelle ’18
“When people bump into you and don’t
acknowledge that they did it.”
— Hannah Farr ’19
“The teas are never there.”
— Alexander Miller ’19
“I hit my head on literally everything. This school
was not made for people of my noble stature.”
— Peter Thomson ’18
“Not enough sauce on pizza.”
— Morgan Thompson ’17
“Peirce lines.”
— Hayden Gaus ’19
“It’s really hot outside #footballpractice.”
-Szabi Simo ’17
“I’m pretty content with Kenyon.”
— Sam Weaver ’19
“Peirce doesn’t appear to know that there are
other foods besides oranges.”
— Jack Marooney ’18
“The newspaper peeps asking me about
quick complaints.”
— Jesse Bogacz ’18
“They’re out of soy milk.”
— Emily Fritze ’19
“Where is the popcorn machine?”
— Sean Deryck ’18
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Liberal arts aren’t artsy enough for one former student

Klara Auerbach withdrew from Kenyon this summer when her internship turned into a job, and plans to attend art school.
pany’s smaller outlets in retailers such as Neiman Marcus and Nordstrom. She also
works as one of the company’s
Sephora liaisons.
Fresh Skincare has four
stores in New York and more
than 300 storefronts in the
U.S.
So far, Auerbach said she
loves the new challenges her
job has presented to her.
“It’s very self-learning, and
there’s a lot of individual responsibility,” Auerbach said.
“People give you an assignment and just expect you to
get it done. … You can’t say
you don’t know how to do it.”
While Auerbach said she’s
satisfied by her work, she isn’t
planning on staying at Fresh
Skincare indefinitely. Her
contract is only in effect for
a short amount of time, and
she plans on going to design
school to finish her degree
and hone her love of the arts.
“I want to finish school and
get my BFA, and then go back
to working,” Auerbach said.
“I’ve been looking at a ton of
schools in the States, but also
abroad.” Auerbach mentioned
the Rhode Island School of
Design, Parsons School of Design and the Pratt Institute as
possible options.
Although Auerbach said
she enjoys her new job, leaving Kenyon was bittersweet.
“I really enjoyed my time at
Kenyon, and there’s a lot of
people I already miss,” Auerbach said. “It’s hard to see everyone’s Facebook posts about

MILO BOOKE
FEATURES ASSISTANT

While some students look
forward to entering the professional world, few postpone
their education to do so.
Klara Auerbach, formerly
of the Class of 2017, is one of
the few.
Auerbach left Kenyon this
past summer to become a cosmetic store designer and visual merchandiser at Fresh Skincare in New York City.
A studio art major, Auerbach said she realized Kenyon
didn’t provide the right environment to foster her love of
design and art.
“Since Kenyon is a liberal
arts school, our arts program
is a bit more fine arts-oriented,” Auerbach said. “In terms
of entering a professional creative community [of designers], Kenyon wasn’t necessarily going to provide me what I
needed.”
Over the summer, Auerbach interned at Fresh Skincare, which offers a variety of
skincare and lip-care products, as well as fragrances and
soaps.
The company was so impressed by Auerbach that it
offered her a position as a
full-time employee.
“I essentially do the design
when it comes to our storefronts,” Auerbach said. “I
help create the physical manifestation of the brand.” Auerbach also works to design the
in-store displays of the com-
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COURTESY OF KLARA AUERBACH

Klara Auerbach, formally of the Class of 2017, left Kenyon to design for a cosmetics company in New York City.

“

It’s hard to see everyone’s Facebook posts
about being back, and realize that I’m not one
of them.”
Klara Auerbach

being back, and realize that
I’m not one of them.”
Auerbach starred as a
member of the Owl Creeks a
cappella group while at Kenyon. Clara Mooney ’17, one of
Auerbach’s close friends and

Senior Class Total:

5

a fellow Owl Creek, said she
understands why Auerbach
left school, but misses her
presence at their a cappella
rehearsals, a space where her
absence is felt acutely.
“It’s really sad because it

Junior Class Total:

4

becomes such a tight-knit
group that [her leaving] feels
like a major loss,” Mooney
said. “But we want each other
to be happy, and we’re so glad
that she’s doing something
that she really enjoys.”

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

6

4

Aaron McIlhenny ’16

Matthew
Christopher ’17

Ellie Holmgren ’18

Ali Colmenares ’19

He wants to buy a
private island.

I have no idea.

I don’t know.

I don’t know.

Who was arrested last week after
Kim Davis, a
refusing to issue marriage licenses
Kentucky
county clerk
to same-sex couples?

Kim something

A judge in Tennessee

A clerk in Kentucky

From Kentucky ... like
Ann or something

A Minnesota dentist was recently
accused of killing what animal?

Cecil the Lion

Cecil the Lion

A lion

A lion, Cecil

A lion

What new late-night show
featuring a famous comedian
debuts tonight?

The Late Show with
Stephen Colbert

“Late-Night Show with
Stephen Colbert”

I don’t know the name; I
heard about it.

Colbert got a new show.

The Late Show with
Stephen Colbert

3

1

3

2

Answer

An Egyptian billionaire wants
to deal with the refugee crisis by
doing what?

Buying an island

Weekly Scores
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SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

SEP. 5

SEWANEE: THE
UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
at

SEWANEE, TENN
L 31-21

vs

WILMINGTON COLLEGE

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 3-0

Lords steal the show, stay undefeated
Tony Amolo scores 4 in 2 games; McNeer earns his first.

COURTESY OF HEIDELBERG UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF ATHLETIC MARKETING & INFORMATION

The Lords defeated Heidelberg University 2-1 last Sunday to improve to 3-0.
legiate Athletic Association tournament last
year, and dominated
from start to finish.
Many Kenyon players
performed well, including Amolo, who scored
in the 24th minute, putting the Lords up by one,
and again in the 61st
minute. Dalton Eudy ’17
scored in the 55th minute.
First-year
defender
Greg McNeer stole the
show with his first collegiate goal, scored in the
33rd minute of the game;
Otterbein’s
defense
cleared the ball out of the
box off a cross from Billy
O’Neill ’18, but the ball

bounced right to McNeer, who drove it into
the
upper-right-hand
corner of the net from
25 yards away. While the
goal sparked a roaring
cheer from the Kenyon
stands, McNeer’s teammates were just as impressed. Amolo admitted
that he missed seeing the
goal during the game, but
added that he “watched it
later on slowmo and was
amazed by [McNeer’s]
technique.”
The two wins improve the Lords’ record
to 3-0-0, a great start to
a long season. The team
is confident moving into
the next game, accord-

ing to Amolo, but is taking things one game at a
time.
“Honestly, the last
three games do not matter anymore,” Amolo
said. “We understand we
have to work harder because we have a long season ahead.”
The Lords’ next game
is against Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh) on Saturday at
Mavec Field. Kenyon
has their work cut out
for them as they look to
move to 4-0-0 against a
Carnegie Mellon team
that is also 3-0-0 and has
an 8-0 win under their
belt.

Ladies’ soccer rebounds after skid
ESTEBAN BACHELET
SPORTS EDITOR

The soccer gods don’t always reward the team that
should win — at least not the
team that shows defensive
prowess. The Ladies (1-3-0)
dropped two straight games
over the weekend despite
conceding only three goals.
A late goal in the second
period of overtime against
Hanover College of Hanover, Ind. (2-1-0) handed
the Ladies a narrow 2-1 defeat Saturday at Mavec Field,
while a lack of offensive edge
doomed the Ladies to a 1-0

SEP. 9

vs

JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 2-0

SEP. 9

vs

THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 3-0

THIS WEEK IN
KC ATHLETICS
Volleyball shows resurgence

PETER DOLA
STAFF WRITER

Lords soccer continues to impress on
the field, tallying wins
against Otterbein University
(Westerville,
Ohio) and Heidelberg
University (Tiffin, Ohio)
last weekend.
The Lords (3-0-0)
beat Otterbein (0-2-0)
on Friday despite getting
off to a slow start. The
Lords found themselves
down one in the first half
after Otterbein scored
off a corner in the 20th
minute; the ball deflected off a Kenyon player
and dropped at the 18yard box.
Otterbein’s Josh Kellner took advantage of
the bounce and volleyed
the ball off the post and
into the goal, scoring
what would be Otterbein’s only goal of the
game. It wasn’t until the
hour mark that Kenyon
broke though, with Tony
Amolo ’17 scoring his
second goal of the season
on a penalty kick. Three
minutes later, Amolo
scored again, putting Kenyon in the lead. Later,
in the waning moments
of the game, Aaron Salm
’17 scored his first collegiate goal.
On Sunday, Kenyon
took the field against
Heidelberg
University (1,1,1), which they
played in the first round
of the National Col-

FIELD HOCKEY

WOMEN’S SOCCER

SEP. 8

defeat against the University
of Mount Union of Alliance,
Ohio (1-2-0) on Sunday.
“It’s still early in the season but we have in practices
been focusing on defense,”
Marie Laube ’16, who is a
team captain as well as an
integral piece of the Ladies’
back four said. Against Hanover, for example, the Ladies withstood 15 shots after
allowing a Panthers goal with
the game tied 1-1, Alissa
Poolpol ’16 made an acrobatic save on a penalty kick,
but the Panthers ultimtately
finished off the Ladies at the
105-minute mark.
Head Coach Kelly Bryan

credited Poolpol with being
“one of the best goalkeepers
in our region, not just our
conference, and she did everything she possibly could
do this past weekend to keep
us in the game.”
Kenyon got off to a promising start against the Panthers, with forward Maggie
Smith ’17 bagging the game’s
first goal off a Laube free kick.
Smith has scored two of the
team’s three total goals this
season and is responsible for
nine of its 29 shots on goal.
Facing Mount Union on a
scorching-hot Sunday afternoon, the Ladies were unable
to crack the Purple Raiders’

defense, lobbing easy shots at
the opposing goalkeeper. The
Ladies dominated possession, 50-50 balls and shots,
outshooting the Raiders 29 6, but let in a Mount Union
goal from a counterattack to
end the game 1 - 0. “We want
to be scoring at least one goal
every game,” Laube said.
Yesterday, the Ladies reversed the tide, defeating
John Carroll University (University Heights, Ohio) 2-0.
The Ladies next play away
against Anderson University
(Anderson, Ind.) on Saturday
and Manchester University
(North Manchester, Ind.) on
Sunday.

Volleyball won its home opener in style on Tuesday,
defeating Indiana’s Wilmington College Quakers 3-0,
after emerging victorious from two of their four matches at a weekend tournament at Otterbein University in
Westerville.
The Ladies’ record now stands at 3-2, the first time in
over four years it has exceeded .500.
Tuesday’s match gave the Ladies a chance to show off
their improved play to a home crowd, and the team did
not disappoint. In their 3-0 win against Wilmington, the
Ladies received contributions from many key players.
In the first match, first year Alexi Donnelly led the way
by serving five straight points at the beginning of the
match. Wilmington appeared to crack under pressure in
the second set, as the Quakers were charged with nine
errors, eventually losing the match in set three.
“Yesterday was a great way to start our season at
home,” Coach Amanda Krampf said on Wednesday.
“We were able to see moments of greatness as well as
areas we hope to improve in.” The team has plenty of
work ahead of them as they gear up to play the College
of Mount Saint Joseph Lions on their turf in Cincinnati
on Friday.
Last weekend’s tournament presented a prime opportunity for the Ladies to demonstrate their improvement over last season, when the team went 6-24. On Friday, the Ladies opened their season with a full five-set
victory over Capital University (Bexley, Ohio). The team
followed that up by falling 3-0 to Case Western Reserve
University (Cleveland). On Saturday, the Ladies shook
off an early 3-0 loss to Otterbein to claim a 3-0 victory
over Berea College (Berea, Ky.).
— Noah Nash

Field hockey tops Wooster
The Ladies (3-1) defeated the College of Wooster
(3-0) at their home opener last night. While both
teams were held scoreless through the first half, the
Ladies roared to life offensively at the end of the game,
scoring three goals in the last 20 minutes to claim
their third victory of the season. Weezie Foster ’18
scored the Ladies’ first goal 55 minutes into the game,
and Maddie Breschi ’16 scored six minutes later off
an assist from Hannah Drake ’16; the goal was Breschi’s fourth of the season. “We are looking forward to
working hard the rest of this week to win our game on
Saturday,” Breschi ‘16 said on Wednesday night.
Wednesday night’s victory capped off a week in
which the Ladies went 2-1. Last Friday, the Ladies
traveled to Baltimore and defeated the Johns Hopkins
University Blue Jays 4-3. Breschi scored twice to lead
the Ladies to the team’s first-ever victory over the Blue
Jays. Shannon Hart ’18 and Abbey Roswell ’19 scored
the team’s two other goals.
On Saturday in York, Pa., the Ladies took their first
loss of the season, falling 1-0 to the York College Spartans. While the Ladies played well defensively against
a high-powered Spartan offense that scored nine goals
in their preceding two games, they were unable to
generate any momentum offensively and were handed
a disappointing loss.
On Saturday, the Ladies continue their homestand
and host Centre College of Danville, Ky.
— Noah Nash

INSIDE: Men’s soccer stays undefeated, Pg. 11
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Becca Romaine ’15 directs play from the sidelines in the Ladies’ recent clash against the University of Mount Union Saturday afternoon at Mavec Field.

Goal-scoring legend moves up from captain to coach

Becca Romaine ’15 suceeds former coach Kaitlyn Mallernee as new Ladies’ soccer assistant coach.
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
NEWS EDITOR

The Ladies’ third all-time goal scorer
returns to Mavec Field this year, though
this time she won’t be adding more goals
to her career tally.
Becca Romaine, a standout player for
four years at Kenyon who graduated in
May, is returning to the team this year in
a different capacity: as the assistant coach.
Head Coach Kelly Bryan sensed during Romaine’s time as a student-athlete
that she had the skills and knowledge
to be an effective coach, especially while
Romaine was a team captain during her
junior and senior seasons.
“Being a captain was really influential
on me wanting to be a coach, or at least
pursuing it,” Romaine said.
When Assistant Coach Kaitlyn
Mallernee left the team’s staff after the
2014 season to become head coach at Elmira College in New York State, Bryan

said Romaine naturally became a candidate to fill the position.
“Sometimes, there are just certain people that understand the game more than
just playing it, and they can see things
and kind of be a coach on the field,” Bryan said. “I just saw those things in [Romaine] as a player.”
Though she had long been considered a good fit for the job, Romaine was
not hired until recently. She began work
only eight days before the team’s training
camp started, and said there was a lot to
learn all at once.
“I feel like I just jumped into the position and had to go,” Romaine said.
Having an assistant who is already
deeply familiar with all aspects of the
program has been a great help to Bryan
so far this year.
Romaine “does know our expectations,” Bryan said. “She knows how
the players can relate to balancing their
school life and soccer — being that whole

person at Kenyon, but obviously making
soccer an important part of their experience.”
Current players say they are invigorated by the connection with their former
teammate. “Having Becca on the coaching sideline has been wonderful,” co-captain Marie Laube ’16 told “Kenyon Sports
Connection” before the start of the season. “She brings so much energy to the
team. It is different this year because she’s
not out there playing with us but we can
still feel that energy, so that will definitely help us to get a little pumped up.”
The Ladies’ 2015 campaign is off to a
bit of a rocky start — through its fourth
game of the season last night, the team
was 1-3-0 — but Romaine is no stranger
to battling back from a poor start. Over
the course of her career here, the team
carried a 5-10-1 record through the first
four games of the season, but the team
salvaged winning seasons from slow
starts in two of those years. Romaine is

hopeful she can use her experience to help
this year’s team overcome its early-season
struggles.
Romaine has not decided how far to
pursue a career in coaching, but said her
time spent coaching thus far has encouraged her to continue.
“There is a reason why I applied for the
position,” Romaine said. “I’m extremely
interested in it, and it’s kind of working
through that, and seeing if it’s worth pursuing, and thus far it is.”
Romaine cited being a captain during
her time as a player as instrumental in
her desire to pursue coaching. In soccer,
a captain can have varying responsibilities. During a game, the captain becomes
the field general that relays the coach’s instructions to the rest of the team.
“As a captain, you don’t just get to play
soccer,” she said. “You have to be engaged
in a lot more ways than I think people can
realize, and I like that part of [that] engagement.”

Lords mount furious third-quarter comeback, fall short
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

While Lords football ultimately dropped its season opener 31-21 to Sewanee: The University of the South (Sewanee,
Tenn.), the team showed promise in erasing a 21-point deficit
before Sewanee took the lead
for good in the fourth quarter.
With its only first down of
the first quarter coming off
a Sewanee penalty, Kenyon’s
offense struggled to find its
groove early on. Sewanee’s offense, however, wasted no time
in getting on the scoreboard,
reaching the end zone on their
first offensive possession to
open up a 7-0 lead. After snuffing out a Kenyon fake punt attempt late in the first quarter,

Sewanee (1-0 on the season)
doubled its lead just two plays
later with a 48-yard pass play
followed by a one-yard quarterback sneak.
After three more three-andouts offensively, fatigue started
to set in on the Kenyon defense, which spent most of the
first half on the field. Sewanee
capitalized on the enervated
Kenyon defense on their next
offensive possession, running
the option for a 28-yard touchdown, extending the Tiger lead
to 21-0.
On the following possession,
Kenyon found itself in a fourthdown-and-one situation from
their own 30-yard line. Risking a turnover on downs that
would put Sewanee in an excellent position to extend their

already-substantial lead, Kenyon’s Head Coach Chris Monfiletto elected to go for the first
down. “We needed some sort
of momentum change at that
point,” Monfiletto said. “We
were down 21-0 and we were
going into halftime.”
Monfiletto’s risky decision paid off, as Jake Bates ’16
moved the chains with a threeyard rush before hitting Brian
Hunca ’17 on the right sideline
with a 63-yard touchdown pass
on the next play. The touchdown pass was Bates’s longest
since connecting with Jibri
McLean ’17 for a 65-yard score
against Ohio Wesleyan University in 2013.
Reinvigorated by Bates’s
touchdown pass to Hunca,
Kenyon began to dominate on

both sides of the ball. On defense, Kenyon kept Sewanee’s
option-run game in check,
holding the Tigers scoreless in
the third quarter. On Kenyon’s
first offensive possession of the
second half, Co-Captain Blake
Calcei ’16 took the ball up the
middle and ran 64 yards untouched for the touchdown to
make the score 21-14 in favor of
Sewanee.
After the Kenyon defense
forced Sewanee to punt the
ball away, Kenyon took over
on its own 12-yard line with
an opportunity to tie the game.
On the first play of the ensuing drive, Casey Beaudouin
’16 immediately put the Lords
in strong field position with a
57-yard rush. Six plays later,
Bates found Hunca in the right

corner of the end zone for the
game-tying touchdown.
With their backs against
the ropes, Sewanee retook the
lead for good when quarterback
Kevin Bolak connected with
Steven Hearn in the back -right
corner of the end zone for the
14-yard score. Adding a field
goal with just over a minute left
to play, Sewanee escaped with
the 31-21 victory, thwarting
Kenyon’s comeback bid. Having “the ability to respond and
come back 21 points was really
impressive,” Monfiletto said.
“Now we’ve got to finish.”
Kenyon (0-1) will play their
first North Coast Atlantic
Conference game at 6 p.m. this
Saturday when they travel to
Oberlin College to take on the
Yeomen

